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About This Game

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is a game about seeing the future.

Knowing the future, you can see the paths of yourself and enemies showing where they will be in the next few seconds,
visualized in the third dimension beneath the floor. Where your path collides with the path of an enemy, the future danger is

highlighted while you still have time to counteract.

Classic top down style gameplay becomes a symphony of interweaving 3d paths where future events are highlighted, and players
have time to change the outcomes before it's too late.

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is in early access for Windows. Play it with Oculus Rift or HTC Vive if you have one.
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I love this game. If you played Starflight or similar games, you will love this game too. Deep, deep, deep... and arcadey
minigames like ship boarding and asteroid variations and a planetary lander and more. Heads up - V-sync ON and Monitor at 60
Mhz, game needs to run at 60 FPS or it too fast to play (FPS tied to refresh rate, and gameplay speed is tied to FPS). Cool
throwback to the 90s. Some tough chords to get through but easy riffs, so you can get the general sound but mastery takes work.
Good combo.. i'm going to tell you right here right now, that the bear cheats at lines and squares. i have played many rounds
with this stupid bear, and no matter what he can always predict what i am going to do. and don't even get me started on playing
go fish with this bear.

other than that, it's pretty good and i learned how to spell and recognize shapes.. Lol, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing check the
trunk in Kovac's place. lol. Portal meets super meat boy, tricky and awesome!. pretty. thats it. theres one puzzle towards the end
which is impossible to win. i have tried and tried but no luck. so im giving up. the puzzle involves colors dropping which you are
required to match up, however, the puzzle does so much by itself time is lost, and so you cannot win in the time allotted.
frustrating and time wasting.. sarah u traitor
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Personally, I liked the concept. This game has great potential. I wish the developers the best of luck..  <3 Barky! <3

Got this 50% off.
5 legendary chests +  3500 gems for which you can get another  7 legendary chests.

  <3 Worth ever single cent <3 . I like chinese chess.

Really wish and hope that this game will continue to develop and improve, and will finally release as a full game from
this already great Early-Access game.

This is a great game. Worth it to support this !. EDITED REVIEW: With the 11 March 2016 update (v 1.0.2.16), the
developers finally fixed most of the mechanics which made this game unplayable before. About the only thing they
didn't fix was the squiggly background in the sorting tray at the bottom of the puzzle. Unfortunately, even though I can
now play the game (and finished it after 23 hours of game play with 100% Achievements), I'm still not recommending
it. My lack of recommendation, though, is now borderline. The big problems now are:

- The pictures are not very good for jigsaw puzzles. In general, they consist of vast fields of background (rocks, water,
sky) and a picture of a bird somewhere therein. Usually, the background is partially blurred due to depth-of-field.
Sometimes instead of a bird or two, there's a flock of birds. These pictures are not object-oriented enough for a jigsaw
puzzle.

- Of the 26 pictures in the game, 6 of them are 220 piece puzzles and 1 is a 350 piece puzzle. On my 24" 1920x1200
monitor, the pieces for the 220 piece puzzles became much too small to work with (can't really see the shapes or
connectors, and the amount of picture on the piece is too small to be useable). The single 350 piece puzzle is even worse.
Now, if you have something like a 28" monitor (or bigger), maybe this particular problem would go away. But, for me,
those biggest 7 puzzles were nothing but a pain (especially coupled with the poor pictures).

- It's a small issue compared to the above two, but the picture numbers and progression through the pictures in the
game don't make sense. You'd think the progression through the game would be from smallest number of pieces to
largest number of pieces and the picture numbers would reflect that. Nope. It's almost arbitrary. It doesn't really make
any difference to the puzzles, but it's just odd.

Again, my lack of recommendation is borderline. If you have a 28" monitor, I'd say it's probably worth trying. With a
24" monitor, it's pretty iffy. Anything less would probably drop it into the avoid category.

ORIGINAL REVIEW: With the current interface on "PIxel Puzzles 2: Birds," there's no way I can recommend it. The
biggest problem is that for some unknown reason, they've decided to have:

- the pieces float underwater in the pond instead of on the surface,
- the pond, itself, to be filled with a squiggly background,
- the UI controls float around taking space in the pond,
- the puzzle table has a squiggly background
- the sorting tray at the bottom has a squiggly background.

All of that conspires to make it almost impossible to see (let alone find) the pieces. On the very first puzzle (the easiest
one with the biggest pieces), it's almost impossible to even see which pieces are edges as they float in the pond. PIcking
them up and dropping them on the sorting tray is of no help, since the background image there is worse than the
background image in the pond. Ditto for seeing pieces (properly positioned or not) on the table, itself. Plus, if you
expand the sorting tray so it appears at the bottom of the screen, it just pushes the top of the screen (i.e., the top of the
pond) right off the display. So, pieces can float around up there and you have no idea they exist.

Adding insult to that injury, the main screen for the game seems to be a set of advertisements for the company. There's
a list of "channels" along the right hand edge that you scroll through to see other games (including this game). I bought
and paid for this game. I sure don't want to be subjected to advertisements for other games right at the start. All of
that stuff needs to go away. Instead, when we start the game, it should put us into the actual starting screen (the one
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that currently comes up when you select this game from the channels).

Hopefully, Decaying Logic\/KISS will revise this UI to remove the pointless noise. "Picture Puzzles: Japan" was a
beautiful, restful game to play. This game is making me blind. I'm putting it away for now as unplayable and hoping
for a UI update.. For 99 cents this game outdoes itself in my personal opinion. A very fun and short platformer that
really does make you feel nostalgic for those good ol 2D super nintendo games.

Only complaints is that the games controls are set up a bit weird but you can personalize them to your taste. A few
problems include getting stuck on objects and dying out of nowhere, but there problems are minor and there's not a
constant flow of inconviences. Plus, this game is fairly new and I am certain those problems will be addressed. I
wouldn't recommend this game if you have a problem with reused content. I've noticed two sound effects taken from
other games.

All in all this is a fun game for a good price. gg 9\/10. My Review For This Game:

Pros:
- I enjoyed the pixel style graphics.
- The idea behind the game was good.
- I was interested in the story.

Cons:
- There is no menu to change sound options or keybindings or anything.
- The "record store" is WAY too loud.
- If I pressed ESC, I couldn't find a way to keep playing and had to start over from the beginning.
- Used a Swing and when I tried to leave it, it pulled me back into it and started rapidly moving everywhere and when
the game faded to black and spawned me on the next day, I spawned like 100ft in the air and had no way of interacting
with the game.

Overall, I was excited to play a new pixel style game with a story that interested me but due to the glitches in the
gameplay, I wasn't able to progress in the story at all.

TL;DR - Good premise but too glitchy.. Never played it but probably too dank for me.. "There is a keyhole here, i just
need the key!". edgy game for edgy teens. Presentation is good and the general gameplay is good. It's move-based
rather than time-based and at the beginning it starts off really promisingy. All the usual mechanics are here: see the
nice explosions, use power-ups, break chains and stones etc etc. Animations are pleasant and I'd say it's actually quite
satisfying. Unfortunately I hit a wall at around Level 23\/24 when possible moves became really limited. I found myself
just making the one possible move - because that was the only move open to me - and it not making any difference to
progressing through the levels.

There are special powers you can buy to help you progress but you have to buy these with currency. It was at that point
that I realised the game was about grinding\/farming the currency at early levels to give yourself a chance of
completing later levels: a complete deal-breaker in a \u00a33.99 match-3 game. So... pleasant and promising to start
with but ruined by the tedius progress system.

For a full list of "My Top 20 Match-3 Games" please see my website via  my curator page 
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